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Besides their importance for wood production and the supply with other non-wood
products, valuable broadleaved trees in the landscape have important cultural values.
Mythology, religion and legends are the most unique aspects that influence the social
response of particular VBTs.
Comparing the associations linked to different tree species in several European
countries, traditions or stories that are unique for one country can be found. There are
remarkable similarities across Europe such as:
• there are some tree species with strong symbolic power which is the same for
several countries,
• there are the same issues (religious, superstitious, cultural…) connected with
different tree species in the different countries.
For example, two tree species with rather negative connotations are alder and elm,
whereas many positive associations are connected with birch, ash and lime. Trees of
justice were known in several countries, but the used species is different in Portugal,
Switzerland or Poland.
These associations of trees sometimes are connected with special places where these
trees were (and sometimes still are) found, so that the impact of cultural traditions can
be seen on the landscape still today. In Greece, for example, lime tree (tree of Virgin
Mary) and walnut (its leaves are used in Orthodox Christian ceremonies) are
associated with religion. This is enhanced by the fact that these trees were very often
planted in front of churches.
Broadleaved trees are part of many place, village and family names, weather
predictions and sayings concerning lightning, or superstitions, for example magic
protection against witches or evil ghosts.
In this presentation, findings of the cross-country comparison will be discussed; some
aspects will be presented in details and illustrated with examples from Greece and
Germany.
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